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Accountability in Islamic Banking
tandardisation of the various aspects of the
Islamic financial system is always a well
discussed issue. "Legal instruments need to
be standardised", "financial instruments need to
be standardised" and most importantly, "definitions of terminology need to be standardised".
As with all of these issues many steps have to be
taken to address the various problems associated
with the harmonisation of such standards. The
same also applies to the accounting system that
Islamic banks must adopt, in order to provide
financial services that are not only permissible
within the Shariah but are also compatible with
the functions of the Islamic financial system.
As Islamic banking is value-orientated,
accounts must be properly maintained and transactions conducted in accordance with the principles of the Shariah. Islamic banks must therefore
have access to both religious scholars and professional accounting bodies.
The Islamic bank's approach to client's funds
is that all financial transactions must be open and
above board, with a detailed disclosure of
accounts. The basic principle of Islamic banking
is that all information should be made available
in such a way as to enable the average client to
comprehend the financial position of the organisation.
Preparing the accounts of Islamic banks, in
particular, the calculation of the profit and loss
on transactions is quite complex and therefore
requires considerable imagination and innovativeness. There are no easy solutions and extensive research is needed to solve this vital aspect
of accounting.
Islamic banks having been established only
recently, are still in the process of developing universal accounting standards. A sound accounting
system is pivotal in the role of the management
of any business enterprise. The contemporary
system has been developed over centuries within
the socio-economic framework of the capitalist
system. As such, its concept, values, rules and
procedures are defined by the characteristics of
the capitalist system.
The principal objective of the Islamic economic order is the establishment of a society based on
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equity, justice and welfare of the society as a
whole. These and other features unique to the
Islamic financial system necessitate the development of an accounting system tailored to the
needs of Islamic banking. It is these major objectives which differentiate the Islamic socio-economic system with that of the capitalist system.
Dr Rifaat Abdel Karim, Secretary General,
Financial Accounting Organisation for Islamic
Banks and Financial Institutions, must be
applauded for his continued contribution in the
achievements so far of the Supervisory
Committee and the Financial Accounting
Standards Board. The primary objectives of this
Financial Accounting Organisation is to develop
accounting thought in the field of Islamic banking as well as preparing, issuing and amending
accounting standards for such banks and institutions. Work procedures and the organisational
structure of the organisation were adopted after
several studies were conducted by consulting
specialised experts. The studies and recommendations highlighted the growing need for issuing
accepted accounting standards for Islamic banks
and financial institutions. The fundamental reason for this is that the standards being used at
present by Islamic banks and financial institutions differ from one country to another and
indeed from one bank to another within the same
country.
The important statistics that are needed to
show the trends of different aspects of Islamic
banking world-wide can only be abstracted from
the banking accounts of different banks if their
accounting methods are the same and their
accounts comparable.
Steps therefore should be taken to set up an
accounting system which all Islamic banks can
follow. A standard system available to all will
also release much manpower now needed by different banks having to make daily accounting
decisions themselves. Developing such a standard system would also enhance the image of
Islamic banking as a whole and would greatly
aid in the process of achieving homogeneity of all
issues pertaining to the Islamic financial system.
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Islamic Financial Instruments:
Definition and Types
In the second and concluding part of this paper (the first part appeared in Issue 50, April
1996), Abdul Awwal Sarker discusses the nature of Islamic financial instruments that have
already been introduced, and the possible instruments proposed by Islamic economists.
The Islamic Investment Company governed by a computerised system
i) 4/5 (four-fifths) to the particiof the Gulf (IICG) (a member of the to compute expenses and allocate pants in this Mudaraba.
ii) 1/5 (one-fifth) to the company
Dar Al-Maal Al-Islami Group), which profits.
• The proceeds of what Allah which is entrusted with managing the
is the first Islamic Investment
Company in the world, has intro- bestows as profit are distributed, on a assets.
• The Mudaraba contract allows
duced many Mudaraba instruments. weekly basis; 75% to the investors
for opening L/Cs and L/Gs against
In the financial mechanism, the IICG and 25% to the company.
•A subscription to this Mudaraba regular fees while the investors conacts as the Mudarib, i.e. the managing
tinue to be eligible for profits.
trustee, on behalf of the investors and is free from any issuance fee.
• The participant may redeem
• The investor may redeem all or
accordingly, invests in riba-free profitable projects in a bid to share the part of his/her equity within a week his/her funds, in whole or in part, by
submitting a written demand to any
accruing profits as per the ratios of submitting a request to this effect.
of the company's offices upon the
agreed upon in the Mudaraba conexpiry of the maturity of the
tract.
The IDB Unit Investment
Mudaraba contract (monthly or guarThe Mudarabas introduced by the
Fund was launched in
terly). His/her money will be repaid
IICG can be grouped as follows:
to him/her within three days from
December, 1989 and
the beginning of the next valuation
a) Current Investment Accounts:
marked the beginning of
data.
1. The Fourth Islamic Mudaraba
the im
imp
plementation of a
2. The Islamic Mudaraba for
for Current Investment.
major bank policy. The
Private Investment.
• The subscription in this
• The investor (Rab Al-Maal) in
Mudaraba is effective from the date of
fund is a US dollar-domithis Mudaraba delegates the Islamic
receiving the investment fund,
nated investment fund to
Investment Company of the Gulf to
through buying the Mudaraba porbe managed by the IDB in
invest his/her funds according to the
tions according to their posted value.
provisions of the Shari'a, and under
• The Mudaraba funds are operaccordance with the
the supervision of the Religious
ated and managed in weekly cycles
Islamic concept of
Supervisory Board, and as per
governed by a computerised system
Mu daraa,
b with the IDB
his/her investment instruction
to compute expenses and allocate
regarding risk-taking (low, medium
profits.
undertaking the role of
or
high risk).
• The investment participant may
Mudarib.
• The duration of the investment
redeem all or part of his/her funds
may be one, three or six months or
within a week of submitting an applione year. Pursuant to the investor's
cation for a refund.
b) Investment Accounts
desire, the IICG manages every indi• What Allah bestows as profits on Fixed Terms:
1. The Islamic Mudaraba for vidual account independently to the
attributable to participants is disbest advantage of the investor.
tributed on a weekly basis: 90% to the Financial Institutions/Individuals.
• Profit is distributed in the folThis Mudaraba allows the distriinvestors (equity owner)) and 10% to
the Mudarib (managing trustee), bution of profits on a monthly or lowing manner: the investor and cornnamely, the Islamic Investment quarterly basis to investors in addi- pany receive 80% & 20% respectively
Company of the Gulf (IICG).
lion to offering them from the follow- for low risk transactions; 75% & 25%
(Th
for medium risk; and 70% & 30% for
2. The Islamic Mudaraba for ing benefits and privileges:
Current Investment (Bahrain).
•Short-term investment opportu- high risk.
• Through buying the Mudaraba nities for financial institutions and
3. The New Islamic Mudaraba for
Private Investment Portfolios.
portion according to its posted value businessmen.
*This Mudaraba is a partnership
at the date of receiving investment
•What Allah bestows as profit at
funds.
the maturity of each period (monthly between the Mudarib (IICG) and the
• The Mudaraba funds are oper- or quarterly) are distributed as fol- Mudaraba certificate-holders (Rab AlMaal). The minimum investment is
ated and managed in a weekly cycle lows:
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one million US dollars or the equivalent in other currencies. The
Mudaraba funds are invested according to the glorious Islamic Shari'a
provisions.
• The investor may specify in
his/her funds to be invested in low or
medium risk Islamic investments.
• The participant can withdraw
by submitting a written request to the
Mudarib, not less than seven working
days from the Mudaraba's maturity
date. What Allah bestows as profit is
distributed as follows:
i) Investment with Low Risk:
see fig.1
ii) Invetsment with Medium risk
see fig.2
4. The Islamic Mudaraba
Renewable Investment.
The object of this Mudaraba contract is to provide the opportunity for
the collective investment of the funds
of the participants in this Mudaraba
within the framework of the principles of the Islamic Shari'a.
The funds of this Mudaraba are
invested in all areas permissible
under the Islamic Shari'a and according to the Mudaraba contract. The
investments begin seven days after
receiving the subscribed funds.
The minimum amount of the subscription is US$70,000 or its equivalent for a one month to three months
investment period and a minimum of
US$50,000 or its equivalent for a sixmonths to one-year investment peri-od.
The investor may redeem the
value of his/her certificates, including
profits, if any, on the third business
day following the end of the maturity
date.
5. The Real Estate Investment
4 New Horizon
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Mudaraba.
The object of this Mudaraba is
collective investment in real estate
properties, on a pan-Islamic and
international basis, in Muslim and
other countries. The minimum
amount is US $25,000 or other equivalent currency. The participant may
redeem Mudaraba units owned for at
least twenty four months in whole or
in any part from liquid assets. Profit is
distributed as follows: 70% for the
participants; 30% for the manager
(IICG).

The Islamic Research and
Training Institute (IRPI) of
IDB is also continuing its
efforts to dezielop new
types of financial instruments, compatible with the
Shari'a, which would
enable it to increase its
own resources in order to
meet the growing needs of
its member countries for
financing.
c) Investment Accounts (Current &
Term Investments):

1. The Seventh Islamic Mudaraba
for Investment, Savings and Takafol
(Islamic alternative to insurance)
• This Mudaraba is the Islamic
alternative to conventional life insurance, which is not acceptable to the
Islamic Shari'a as it involves riba
(usury), gharar (uncertainty) and
gambling.
• This Mudaraba offers the subscribers the benefit of investing and,

3 Months

6 Months 12 Months

at the same time, saving their instalments together with the accumulated
profits. It also has another privilege,
which is takafol, in that part of the
accrued profits of the subscribers may
be designated by them in favour of
the family of any participant who
may die during the time of his/her
participation.
• Eligibility for this Mudaraba is
restricted to Muslims, males or
females, who belong to the age group
of 20 to 56 years.
• A male is entitled to buy a maximum of four certificates while a
female is entitled to buy only two.
• The participant pays an annual
instalment on the value of the certificate, plus 3% issuance fee. The total
value of the certificate is sub-divided
by the number of years that remain
before the participant reaches the age
of sixty, rounding up the amount to
the nearest figure.
•A schedule showing the age and
number of premiums and the value of
the annual premium and the acceptable
currencies is jointly worked out to serve
the purpose. The participant accordingly continues to pay the premiums until
he/she reaches the age of 60.
•The participant is eligible to
withdraw, but not before the termination of the second year of his/her
membership; only then shall the company pay him back 95% of the
amount due (instalments & profit).
•The participant enjoys the privilege of takaful upon completion of
his/her first year of membership, provided that he/she is regularly paying
his/her premiums. In case of his/her
death, the company shall reimburse
the legal and authorised heirs all paid
up premiums and their due profits,
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plus the premiums the deceased
would have paid until the age of 60 in
takaful from the profits of the other
participants.
•A set of legal conditions is incorporated in the Mudaraba contract by
virtue of which the participant is
deprived of the privilege of takaful if
he/she fails to abide by them.
•If the participant continues to
pay all the instalments due until
he/she reaches the age of 60, he/she
is entitled to recover them all, plus the
accumulated profits.
•Investment dividend is shared
at the ratio of 1/10 to the company
and 9/10 to the participants.
2. The Development Mudaraba
for Egypt.
The objectives and main features
of the Development Mudaraba for
Egypt are as follows:
•Contributing to the performance
of economical and social development
by investing in the fields of agriculture and industrial and commercial
enterprises.
•Providing the opportunity for
collective investment of the funds of
the participants in this Mudaraba
within the framework of the principles of the Islamic Shari'a.
•Benefiting by the economic circumstances and the expected growth
rates.
i) Profits shall be distributed as
follows: Owner of the M Certificates
70%, Mudarib 30%.
ii) The investor may redeem the
funds owned by him upon written
request to the manager not less than
seven working days before the date
the funds are required by the
investors. The maximum amount may
be redeemed after two years.
iii) The participant undertakes to
pay, personally and from his own
funds, every year, the zakat due on
the Mudaraba together with the zakat
due on his other assets, according to
the Shari'a.
Islamic Development Bank (IDB)
Unit Investment Fund
The IDB Unit Investment Fund
was launched in December, 1989 and
marked the beginning of the implementation of a major bank policy.
This policy was designed to generate additional resources for the

bank on a basis compatible with the
Shari'a. The fund is a US dollar-dominated investment fund to be managed
by the IDB in accordance with the
Islamic concept of Mudaraba, with
the IDS undertaking the role of
Mudarib.
The Fund will invest in a range of
viable ventures in IDB member countries. Until such time as the issue of
investment in equities is financially
resolved by the Islamic Fiqh
Academy of the OIC, all the investments of the fund are being made in
lease and instalment-scale financing,
with the bulk of the investments
being concentrated in lease financing.
The IDB Unit Investment Fund is
expected to facilitate the bank's
efforts to mobilise resources by purchasing some of its medium and longterm investments, thus providing the
bank with resources to reinvest in
other ventures.

It may be said that considering the important role of
financial instruments in
the mobilisation of financial resources, scholars and
bankers will have to work
-in tandem, with vision,
courage, imagination and,
above all, absolute conviction and commitment to
the cause of Islam
Switzerland
A prominent member of the Dar
Al-Maal Al-Islami Group, Faisal
Finance (Switzerland) SA has issued
Islamic securities as one of the instruments in its financial packages. Data
and information regarding this security is not yet available.
It is evident from the above that
though it was little, the Muslim theoreticians and practitioners have
helped to develop these instruments.
They have proved to be effective
instruments for investments for
investment-related financing. To meet
the changing environment of financial
markets, some Muslim economists
have suggested the devising of new
types of financial instruments.

Dr M A Hannan of IDB has suggested
10 broad variables for new financial
instruments, such as:
1.Loan Certificates
2. Index Linked loan Certificates
3. Islamic Commercial Paper
4. Integrated Investment Bonds
5. Profit-Sharing Certificates
6. Expected Rate of Dividend
Certificates
7. Rent-Sharing Certificates
8. Firm-Commitment Certificates
9. Zakat Certificates
10.Human Capital Certificates
Another economist of IDB,
Mohammad El-Hennawi, has suggested two types of certificates which
will provide stability of resources to
the Islamic banks and enhance their
development role. The suggested
instruments are:
Islamic Certificate of Deposit
(ICD) and Islamic Investment
Certificates (assigned to a particular
project or a group of projects).
The Islamic Research and
Training Institute (IRPI) of IDB is also
continuing its efforts to develop new
types of financial instruments, compatible with the Shari'a, which would'
enable it to increase its own resources
in order to meet the growing needs of
its member countries for financing.
To this end, the IRTI in 1991
announced its willingness to provide
financial assistance to Muslim
economists and researchers to write
research papers on the development
of appropriate Islamic financial
instruments for foreign resource
mobilisation. The suggested Islamic
financial instruments are: Net
Income-Sharing Instruments; Gross
Income-Sharing Instruments; Sale
based Instruments; Commoditylinked Bonds; Indexed Bonds; and
Equity Bonds.
In conclusion, it may be said that
considering the important role of
financial instruments in the mobilisation of financial resources, scholars
and bankers will have to wok in tandem, with vision, courage, imagination and, above all, absolute conviction and commitment to the cause of
Islam, to examine the future prospects
and possibilities of diversifying and
widening the scope, volume and size
of Islamic financial instruments.
New Horizon May 1996 5
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Islamic Instrument Study Group: A Report
Dato' Sheikh Azmi Ahmad is currently the Mufti of the state of Pulau Pinang, Malaysia. He
discusses the establishment and functions of the Islamic Instrument Study Group (IISG) of
the Securities Commission which he has chaired since its inception.

M

alaysia has come a long way
in a very short time. It has
developed institutions and
instruments which span a good crosssection of the financial markets, and
has emerged as a country with an
Islamic Interbank Money Market.
Another -milestone was reached
when a number of conventional
stockbroking firms began to offer
Islamic stockbroking services. In
addition, we have seen the establishment of an Islamic stockbroking company, two Islamic insurance companies and a network of Islamic pawnshops throughout the country. We
have successfully created an Islamic
banking system which functions competitively and side-by-side with the
conventional banking system.
Based on the learning experience,
we are now poised to ask the following question: "Can we develop a
viable and competitive capital market
which offers products to the Ummah,
and also to non-Muslims who abide
by the rules of the Shariah, in accordance with the rich traditions and
heritage that is 'fiqh' muamalah, taking into consideration the needs of the
capital market today, and adapting
the technology that has driven the
global revolution of capital markets in
the last couple of decades?".
The establishment of IISG
It is this vein of thinking that has
encouraged
the
Securities
Commission to begin explorations to
engage the Malaysian Uma in a
series of dialogues. In various sessions, it has arranged briefings and
dialogues with Shariah scholars,
Muftis of all States, and the Ulema
Association, many of these meetings
being facilitated by Pusat Islam. As a
result of these consultations, and with
the encouragement of the Rt Hon
Deputy Prime Minister, the Securities
Commission established on 10th
October, 1994, an Islamic Instruments
Study Group (IISG) to provide input
6 New Horizon May 1996

and advice in the effort to develop an
Islamic capital market.
The IISG was established to promote Islamic modalities which are
consistent with establishing just and
equitable principles in the capital
market through the adoption of universal values of integrity, honesty and
fair dealing all of which virtues are
encouraged by Islam.
Furthermore, as Kuala Lumpur
has come to be recognised as one of
the largest stock markets in the
region, outside Japan, it was felt that
every effort should be made, recognising this bounty from Allah that we
would be remiss if we did not take
the opportunity in establishing a
structure and a system, parallel development, if you will, of a capital market in the context of the Shariah.
The challenges are as many as the
potential rewards. The public, especially the Muslim investors, need to
be introduced to a working level of
knowledge and understanding of the
true role of the capital market. To
some, the capital market is misperceived as being too closely associated
with gambling. Indeed, when we first
started discussing this perception
with the Ulema', it was clear that
some members of that community
were of a similar persuasion.
In the past, the Ummah and the
Ulema could be excused for not entertaining the correct perception of the
role of the capital market. But as levels of savings increases and the
wealth of the Ummah rise in consonance with the growth of the economy, the capital market is routinely
used by contractual savings organisations like the Employees Provident
Fund , which has within it a large
Muslim membership.
It is used by mutual funds like the
National Investment Corporation
(PNB) which has a majority Muslim
membership; and other institutions
like the Haj Fund Board which caters
to an exclusively Muslim member-

ship. Thus it is inappropriate for the
Ummah to harbour doubts of the
means by which their hard earned
savings are channelled to productive
investment.
It would be irresponsible for
those who offer products to the
Ummah, advertised as being
designed with the Shariah in mind, to
be untutored about 'fiqh' muamalah.
Given the strides being made, and the
many steps that remain in developing
the capital markets, the Ulema cannot
stand aside, not wanting to be drawn
in and educated about the needs of a
modem capital market. If this doubt,
this ignorance and this passive attitude is adopted by the entire Islamic
community in Malaysia, only the
Ummah would lose out.
Bearing these considerations in
mind, the Commission felt that these
issues be addressed by an internal
advisory body with impeccable credentials in the area of Islamic 'fiqh',
on which Islamic economics and
finance are usually considered. In
addition, it is important to provide a
bridge for 'fiqh' scholars to interact
with and be challenged by capital
market professionals who will readily
admit their relative ignorance of
Islamic jurisprudence.
Together, it was hoped that this
interaction, this mutual exchange of
views, and the development of a
mutually understood set of concepts
would form the basis of meeting the
challenges of a modern capital market. Out of this interaction, it was
hoped that not only would the 'fiqh
scholars be in a position to debate,
and express an opinion on modem
capital market instruments, but market practitioners, guided by the scholars, would be able to structure new
institutions and instruments based on
the collective wisdom of the scholars.
Membership of the IISG
The appointed members of o
ld
IISG who are responsible to uphold
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these tasks comprise of four Shariah
scholars of impeccable credentials in
the area of Islamic 'fiqh' and co-opted
industry experts that have years of
experience in the field of Islamic
banking and finance.
The four Shariah scholars are:
1. Y Bhg Dato' Sheikh Azmi
Ahmad, Mufti, State of Pulau Pinang
2. Y Bhg Dato' Hj Mohd Khuzairi
Hj Dainuri, Deputy Mufti, State of
Johor; 3. Associate Prof Md Hashim
Haji Yahya, International Islamic
University Malaysia
4. Ustaz Hj Hassan Hj Ahmad,
Faculty of Shariah, University of
Malaya.
While the co-opted industry
experts are:
Y Bhg Dato' Dr Abdul Halim
Ismail, Executive Chairman - BIMB
Securities Sdn Bhd; and Encik Nor
Mohamed Yakcop, Advisor - AGI
Resources Sdn Bhd.
The functions of IISG
The functions of the IISG are
essentially:
•to advise the SC on the aims and
operations of the Islamic Capital
Market in order to ensure that they
are consistent with Islamic principles;
•to provide the opportunity and
to expose to jurists scholars, intermediaries and investors to Islamic financial product and Islamic jurisprudence;
• to ensure that activities in the
capital market which are represented
as Islamic would conform with the
principles of the Shariah; and
• to study matters related to
Islamic capital market operations in
response to requests for advice from
industry, investors and the
Government.
The Research Process
The Islamic Capital Market (ICM)
Unit is part of the Research and
Development Division of the SC. It
functions as a secretariat and research
arm to the IISG. In consonance with
its role, its staff comprise a balance of
'fiqh' scholars learned in the field of
'fiqh' muamalah and its related fields
such as; 'usul fiqh"fiqh' methodology, Al-Quran and Hadith and their
explanations; as well as research

offices conversant with the field of the
conventional and Islamic economic
and finance.
The process of conducting
research is as follows:
• Management of the SC would
request ICM to conduct in-depth
research into the scope of an investment concept. ICM would break
down and.then analyse the required
instrument or transactions in its fundamental components.
• An appreciation of the function
of the instrument of transaction is
obtained.
• Research is then undertaken on
the 'fiqh' implications of the functional components of the instrument or
transaction.

The IISG was established to
promote Islamic modalities
which are consistent with
establishing just and equitable principles in the capital
market through the adoption
of universal values of integrity, honesty and fair dealing
all of which virtues are
encouraged by Islam.
• The functional analysis is then
combined with the 'fiqh' findings and
a synthesis is established. This
involves presenting the functions and
the 'fiqh' findings (hujjah) to the
Shariah experts of the IISG in order
that the findings can be considered.
The IISG 'fiqh' scholars will then look
into the issues from various angles
such as from the 'usul fiqh', 'fiqh'
methodology, Al-Quran and Hadith
and explanations adduced by the secretariat, taking into account the current environment and the Ummah's
problems. They will analyse the views
from the authentic sources of famous
fuqahaks, both classical and modern.
They will refer to the findings of the
fuqahaks and come up with an opinion taking into the arguments presented by the fuqahaks, on the basis
of the general and specific 'maslaha'
of the Ummah so long as the opinion

does not go against the principles o.
the Shariah.
• On the basis of the consensus
reached among the Shariah scholars
advice is tendered to the Commission
Based on our experience, the pro
cess of analysing these instrument!
from a functional and 'fiqh' perspec•
tive is not a simple one. Our fuqahak!
and Ulemas will analyse the instru
ment to considerable scrutiny beton
making any decision. There have beer
cases where an instrument had to gc
through many sittings with the IISC
members before they were convincec
that the particular instrument is
acceptable to the principles of the
Shariah.
IISG meetings and
instruments analysed
Since the first IISG meeting was
held on 24th March 1995, the IISG ha:
held eight meetings. The secretaria
has tabled the following instrument
or types of transactions for the consid•
eration of IISG members:
• Call Warrants (CW)
• Transferable Subscription
Rights (TSR);
•Asset Securitisation; and
•Bai' al-Dayn and Debt Reduction
The opinion of the IISG on them
instruments and transactions are a!
follows:
Call Warrants (CW)
In essence, CW gives the investoi
a right, but not an obligation, to buy
fixed quantity of an asset (such a:
shares) for a specified price within the
limited period of time.
The basic concept of CW exists it
the Islamic Muamalah. There is Atha)
(practices of the sahabah) for example
as reported in al-Bukhari in chapter!
"Matters that can have conditions"
from Ibn Sirin saying: A person wanting to rent an animal said to the
owner of the animal: Please prepare
the animal for me to ride and eventu•
ally if I do not rent from you at the
agreed date, you will get 10(
Dirhams. Subsequently, this persor
was unable to rent the animal.
According to Shariah: Whoeve)
enforces a condition on himself freel)
and willingly without being forced tc
do so, has to fulfil the condition
New Horizon May 1996
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Therefore, with the 100 Dirhams, the
person wanting to rent has the right
to rent the animal on the specified
date and he has the option to rent it or
otherwise.
There is yet another Athar that
shows an example of paying for the
right to buy something as reported by
Ahmad in al-Mughni:. This shows
that there are practices of paying for
the right to buy and rent something.
However, there is no 'dalil' to prove
this right to transfer. Therefore the
issue is whether the right can be
transferred or not.
After carrying out an in-depth
investigation, the IISG members
approved CW is an instrument that is
within the principles of Shariah based
on the following factors:
•CW is an instrument that is
within the principles of the Shariah
on the basis that CW has the characteristics of an asset which satisfies the
concept of 'haq mali' and 'haq altamalluk' which is transferable based
on the majority of the fuqahaks views
other than mazhab Hanafi. Therefore
this right can be classified as an asset
and can therefore be traded. The
famous fuqahak can also accept this
right as an asset on the basis that CW
is something you can possess and
benefit from.
• CW is recognised by 'uruf' as a
viable item within the limited period
of time and can be traded because
CW is a certificate authorised by a
recognised body. CW has the same
characteristics as a coupon which has
a right to buy something within the
stipulated time. In Islamic 'filth', an
instrument that has its value recognised by government can be mortgage
and therefore can be traded eventually. Hence CW fulfils this criteria.
• Exercise period and the price of
a CW is fixed and determined at the
time of the issue of the CW. This will
ensure that the owner of the CW will
be able to exercise his rights anytime
' he wishes. When the CW is traded in
the secondary market, the price will
be reflective of market forces of
demand and supply. Therefore
'gharar' elements in this contract can
be eliminated.
• Legally there is a complete
transfer of ownership when CW is
8 New Horizon May 1996

transacted. Therefore the issue of
trading before 'qabadh' does not
exist.
• Imam Ahmad has laid the foundation for the terms and conditions of
contact and we have used it as a
guideline in analysing CW. After
thorough analysis, CW is in line with
the Imam Ahmad's terms and conditions of contract.
• CW is not the same as to buy a
right to choose (haq khiyar) which is
the right given when purchasing
goods. On the other hand, CW gives a
right, but not an obligation, to buy a
fixed quantity of an asset.
• And Riba al-Buyu' does not
exist in the trading contract of CW
because the process of purchasing
CW is with money and not with
another CW of the same kind.
Most importantly, the IISG held
that the underlying asset of the CW
must be of halal assets and the trading contracting of CW must be conducted according to the Islamic principles and practices.
Transferable Subscription
Rights (TSR)
A TSR gives the holder the right
to purchase a specified number of the
shares that will be issued and listed
on the stock exchange for a specified
price (exercise price) and specified
period of time. The basic concept of
TSR is similar with the CW which satisfies the concept of 'haq al-tamalluk'
and 'haq mali' which can be inherited
and transferred. Therefore, the IISG
members approved TSR as an instrument that is within the principles of
Shariah.
However, TSR that is attached to
bonds or loan stocks that are 'riba'
based will be considered unlslamic
not as 'haram li zaith' but as 'haram li
ghairih' meaning it is unlslamic
because of its attachment to an
unlslamic element. By contrast, if the
TSR is separated and detached from
the bonds or loan stocks that are 'riba'
based, and is later traded in its own
separate market, such TSR becomes
an instrument that is traded independently and on that basis it is 'Halal'. If
TSR is attached to an Islamic instrument then there is no issue of 'haram'.

j
Asset Securitisation
IISG agreed that Asset
Securitisation was not against Shariah
principles as long as the underlying
assets are halal, such as debts that
originate from Bai' Bithaman Ajil, alIjarah Thumma al-Bai', Mudharabah,
Istisna' and others. However, while
accepting the concept of Asset
Securitisation as Islamic, IISG requested the ICM Unit to conduct further
research and analysis on the concept
of Bai' al-Dayn and Debt Reduction
for they are significant components in
the structuring of Asset Securitisation.
On that note, the Secretariat presented to the Shariah scholars in the
most recent IISG meeting, a paper on
Bai' al-Dayn and Debt Reduction and
the issues raised and discussed were:
selling of debts to third party; selling
price of debts; and debt reduction.
The decision by the members of
the IISG on these concepts are as follows:
• There are different views from
the Muslim jurists of the four
mazhabs with regards to the selling of
debts to third party due to these following factors:
i) the ability of seller to deliver the
debt;
ii) the existence or non-existence of
interest elements;
iii) the real existence or non-existence
of the debt; and
iv) the ability of the purchaser to gain
full settlement of the debt from the
original debtor under normal circumstances.
Hence, the IISG agreed that if the
debt can be delivered to the purchaser, and if there is no element of interest, and if the debt really exists and is
in the possession of the seller, and if
the purchaser is assured of a full settlement from the original debtor,
then, the IISG members are of the
opinion that there will not be any differing views amongst the luqahalcs
concerning the selling of debts to a
third party.
• The IISG agreed that debts
which do not involve riba in whatever
form can be sold according to the
principles of Musawwamah,
Murabaha, Wadhiah and Tauliah.
Therefore, the price of debt can be
negotiated and can be affected by the
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market forces of demand and supply.
However, the price of the debt must
be paid in cash because if it is paid in
the form of debt, the parties. contracting the deal may be sa id to be
involved in the conduct of bar' al-kali'
bi al-kali' which is prohibited in
Islam.
• There exist opposing views
among luqahaks' concerning debt
reduction. There are also parties
opposing to the principles of debt
reduction and they could possibly be
confused in the application of the concept of debt settlement and trading of
the instrument of 'al-qardh'. They
may also be more inclined towards
the approach of Sad al-zari'ah. Imam
Abu Zahrah criticises the excessive
usage of this approach because it
could lead to the prohibition of matters allowed within the principles of
the Shariah, merely because for the
fear of committing any haram matters.
Moreover, there is a 'sahih'
Hadith by al-Bukhari that strongly
supports debt reduction, while parties
opposing the concept of debt reduction are unable to provide any strong
arguments except to justify that debt
reduction contains elements of 'riba
al-buyu' as well as elements that are
said to be similar to 'riba al-jahiliyah'
which is haram. In fact, such argument is not correct because the process of settling a debt does not constitute a trade. Furthermore, those
opposed to debt reduction have overlooked the mechanism of ibra' which
involves the discharge of the whole or
part of one's claim on a debtor. Ibra'
which is similar to debt reduction is
accepted by the luqahaks'.
Based on our research, we have
come across no Ijma' (consensus of
jurists) that forbids 'Bai' al-Dayn' as is
claimed by some contemporary algahaks'. Also, there is no Ijma' that forbids Bai' al-dayn bi al-dayn (sale of
debts with debts) as stated by Ibn
Taimiyah and Ibn al-Qayyim. There
are in fact various forms of sale of
debts which are allowed by
mazhab Malik.
This seems to indicate that there
are differences between bai' aldayn bi
al-dayn with bai' al-kali' bi al-kali'.
One possible way out for the sale of
debts is through the trading of 'Debt

Certificates' which according to the
Hadith Rasulullah SAW, permits differences in prices in trading as long as
there are goods traded. This is one
way that could resolve the opposing
views between the two parties for and
against debt reduction.
IISG agreed that further analysis
and research be conducted in the following areas: bai' al-kali' bi al-kali
against bai' al-dayn bi al-dayn; and
status of debt certificates in terms of
Illat (effective cause) ribawi of the certificate against Illat ribawi of a Ringgit
Note, to determine whether such a
certificate falls within the maxim of
'riba al-buyu' or the maxim of bai'.
Permissible Companies
Based on the work on CW and
TSR, permissible underlying assets
became a significant determinant of
the acceptability of derivative instruments based on these underlying

The IISG agreed that debts
which do not involve riba in
whatever form can be sold
according to the principles of
Musawwamah, Murabaha,
Wadhiah and Tauliah.
Therefore, the price of debt
can be negotiated and can be
affected by the market forces
of demand and supply.
assets. At the same time there was a
request by Central Bank of Malaysia
(BNM) for the SC to assist in updating
the list of permissble companies currently prepared by Bank Islam
Malaysia Berhad (BIMB). This list is
based on a set of criteria determined
by BIMB's Syari'ah Supervisory
Council (SSC) for its own use. Based
on the criteria, for a company to be
included on the list of permissible
companies, none of its activities must:
• operate on the basis of Riba, eg
commercial and merchant banks, and
finance companies;
• operate or be involved in gambling activities;
• operate or trade in non-halal
products, eg alcoholic beverages, nonhalal meat and pork;

• operate in businesses involving
gharar (ambiguity), eg the conventional insurance business; and operate or
trade in products that are against the
shariah, eg the construction of a casino.
As for the holding or parent companies and their subsidiaries, the basis
are as follows:
• If all activities of the holding or
parent company is considered lawful
(within the standard criteria), but a
subsidiary company is engaged in
unlawful businesses, both the holding
or parent company and the subsidiary
company are considered unlawful and
will not be included in the list of permissible companies; and
• If all activities or the subsidiary
company is considered lawful whilst
the holding or parent company is not,
the subsidiary company will beincluded in the list but the holding or parent
will be prohibited.
A list of permissible companies is
drawn up on the basis of these criteria,
and made available to investors
including fund managers guidance in
their investment activities. Financial
institutions have requested BNM to
update this list on a more frequent
basis, thus resultuing in the request of
BNM to the SC.
The Commission decided that the
matter be referred to the IISG. A
research paper on the criteria adopted
by BIMB for listed companies to be
considered permissible was presented
to the IISG and the members of the
IISG agreed to adopt the criteria, the
IISG also agreed to review the criteria
in light of the research conducted taking into account the following considerations:
• The percentage of taintedness in
haram activities of companies; and
• The importance and benefits
(maslaha) of companies dealing in halal
and haram activities.
Currently ICM is analysing a few
companies and will forward the findings of the analysis to the member of
the IISG from time to time, who will
then advise the SC accordingly.
This paper was delivered at the
International Islamic Capital
Market Conference in Kuala
Lumpur.
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The Concept and Operational System
of Takaful Business
At the Family Takaful Forum in Jakarta, Mohammed Fadzli Yusof, explains why the concept
of insurance does not contradict the Shariah, and that Islamic insurance should be based on
the principles of mutuality and co-operation. In the first of two instalments he goes on to
examine in detail how this concept of compensation and group responsibility works.

A

1

s the essence of insurance
could be seen as a system of
mutual help in relation to the
custom of blood money under the
Arab tribal custom, Muslim jurists
generally accept that the concept of
insurance does not contradict the
Shariah. In fact, the principle of compensation and group responsibility
was accepted by Islam and the Holy
Prophet. Muslim jurists acknowledged that the basis of shared responsibility in the system of 'aqila', as
practised between Muslims of
Makkah (muhajirin) and Medinah
(ansar), laid the foundation of mutual
insurance.
In view of this as well as the real
need for insurance cover, Muslim
jurists looked further into the Islamic
system of insurance. Their conclusion
was that insurance in Islam should be
based on the principles of mutuality
and co-operation. On the basis of
these principles, the Islamic system of
insurance embodies the elements of
shared responsibility, joint indemnity,
common interest, solidarity, etc.
According to the jurists, this concept
of insurance is acceptable in Islam
because:
The policyholders would co-operate among themselves for their common good;
Every policyholder would pay his
subscription in order to assist those of
them who need assistance;
It falls under the donation contract which is intended to divide losses and spread liability according to
the community pooling system;
The element of uncertainty will be
eliminated as far as subscription and
compensation are concerned;
It does not aim at deriving advantage at the cost of other individuals.
Thus in consonance with the
10 New Horizon
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above basic characteristics, the jurists
resolved that the system of insurance
which falls within the confine of the
Islamic framework should be founded on the concept of 'al-takaful'.
Takaful in Arabic, means joint
guarantee. Thus it can be visualised
as a pact among a group of members
or participants who agree to jointly
guarantee among themselves, against
loss or damage that may be inflicted
upon any of them as defined in the
pact. Should any member or participant suffer a catastrophe or disaster
he would receive a certain sum of

As an insurance system, we
are to confine the operation of takaful within the
'Tijari' (commercial) sector.
Thus the transactional
aspect of the commercial
activity of Takaful must be
subject to the Islamic contractual laws in order to
ensure its compliance with
the Shariah.
money or financial benefit from a
fund, to help him meet the loss or
damage. In other words, the basic
objective of takaful is to pay for a
defined loss from a defined fund.
Each member of the group pools
effort to support the needy. It means
mutual help among the group.
As an insurance system, we are to
confine the operation of takaful within the 'Tijari' (commercial) sector.
Thus the transactional aspect of the
commercial activity of Takaful must
be subject to the Islamic contractual
laws in order to ensure its compliance

with the Shariah. Within this fundamental framework, the contract of
`tijari' takaful is therefore based on
the Islamic commercial profit-sharing
principle of 'al-Mudaraba'.
By this principle, the
entrepreneur or al-Mudarib (takaful
operator) will accept payment of the
takaful instalments or takaful contributions (premium) termed as Ra's-ulMal from investors or providers of
capital or fund (takaful participants)
acting as 'Sahib-ul-Mal'. The contract
specifies how the profit (surplus)
from the operations of takaful managed by the takaful operator is to be
shared, in accordance with the principle of al-Mudaraba, between the participants as the providers of capital
and the takaful operator as the
entrepreneur. The sharing of such
profit (surplus) may be in a ratio 5:5,
6:4, 7:3, etc as mutually agreed
between the contracting parties.
In order to eliminate the element
of uncertainty in the takaful contract,
the concept of tabarru' (to donate, to
contribute, to give away) is incorporated in it. In relation to this, a participant shall agree to relinquish as tabarru, a certain proportion of his takaful
instalments or takaful contributions
that he agrees or undertakes to pay,
thus enabling him to fulfil his obligation of mutual help and joint guarantee should any of his fellow participants suffer a defined loss.
In essence, tabarru would enable
the participants to perform their
deeds in sincerely assisting fellow
participants who might suffer a loss
due to a catastrophe or disaster. The
sharing of profit or surplus that may
emerge from the operations of taka ful, is made only after the obligation
of assisting the fellow participants has
been fulfilled. It is imperative, there-
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fore, for a takaful operator to maintain adequate assets of the defined
funds under its care, whilst simultaneously striving prudently to ensure
the funds are sufficiently protected
against undue over-exposure.
In essence therefore, the provision
of insurance cover as a form of business in conformity with the Shariah is
based on the Islamic principles of alTakaful and al-Mudaraba. Al-Takaful
is the pact among a group of participants, reciprocally guaranteeing each
other; whilst al-Mudaraba is the commercial profit-sharing contract
between the provider(s) of funds for a
business venture and the
entrepreneur who actually conducts
the business.
The operation of takaful may thus
be envisaged as the profit-sharing
venture between the takaful operator
and the individual members, of a
group of participants who desire to
reciprocally guarantee each other
against a certain loss or damage that
may be inflicted upon any one of
them.

Thus it is necessary to emphasise
at the outset that the takaful business
as practised in Malaysia is of the kind
of co-operative takaful (al-takaful altaawuni) participated by a group of
members of the public for their own
cause within the domain of the private sector.
The commercial activity of takaful
is reflected in two basic types of business that it undertakes. Depending on
the legal structure and statutory provision, both types of business may
either be transacted under a common
entity (composite basis) or one entity
for each type of business. As a composite company, Syarikat Takaful
Malaysia for example, as prescribed
in the Takaful Act 1984, transacts
both types of takaful business.
The types of business are as follows:
Family Takaful Business (Islamic
life insurance)
General Takaful Business (Islamic
general insurance)
The fundamental objective and
basic working operation differ

between these two types of business.
Under the Family Takaful
Business, Syarikat Malaysia provides
various types of Family Takaful Plan
which generally, are long-term
Murabaha contracts. Basically, a
Family Plan provides cover of mutual
aid among its members or participants expressed in the form of financial benefits paid from a defined fund
should any of its members be inflicted
by a tragedy.
For the General Takaful Business,
Syarikat Takaful Malaysia manages
various types of General Takaful
Schemes, usually on a short-term
basis. The schemes provide protection
in the form of mutual financial help to
compensate its members or participants for any material loss, damage or
destruction that any of them might
suffer arising from a catastrophe, disaster or misfortune that might inflict
upon his properties or belongings.
Family Takaful Plans are
designed to serve the requirements of
both individual and corporate sectors.
A Family Takaful Plan for the indi3AVVV.

Family Takaful Operation
Flow Chart
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vidual sector is a long-term saving
and investment programme. Apart
from the chance of enjoying investment profit, the Plan also provides
mutual financial assistance among its
participants. Thus the Family Takaful
Plans would enable any individual to
participate in a takaful business with
the following objectives:
To save regularly for a fixed period with a view of creating a kind of
retirement or long-term contingency
fund;
To invest with a view of earning
profits in a manner acceptable to
Shariah which in turn would lead to
further accumulation of savings as
above;
To avail of cover in the form of
mutual financial aid from payment of
takaful benefits to heir(s) should a
participant die before the maturity of
his Takaful Plan.
Any individual between the ages
of 18 to 55 years who wishes to participate in the Family Takaful Business
may choose any one of the types of
Family Plan designed by Syarikat

Takaful Malaysia. These Plans have a
defined period of maturity.
A supplementary contract based
on the Islamic principle of hibah (gift)
can be endorsed to these fixed-period
Family Takaful Plans as a way to cre-

In essence, tabarru would
enable the participants to
perform their deeds in
sincerely assisting fellow
participants who might
suffer a loss due to a
catastrophe or disaster.
The sharing of profit or
surplus that may emerge
from the operations of
takaful, is made only after
the obligation of assisting
the fellow participants has
been fulfilled.
ate a kind of an endowment or scholarship fund which can be used to sup-

port the financing of a participant's
child(ren)'s future higher education.
Additional subcontracts can be
attached to a Family Takaful Plan to
provide mutual benefits among participants covering wide ranging
events of tragedy and misfortune.
Thus by incorporating a supplementary agreement these additional
mutual benefits can be provided by
the plan in cases of hospitalisation,
accident or disablement. The arrangement demonstrates that the Family
Takaful Plan is a financial programme
that pools efforts to help the needy in
times of need, not only in the event of
untimely death but also other
mishaps resulting in personal injury
or disablement.
In consideration for participation
in the various Takaful Plans, participants are required to pay Syarikat
Takaful Malaysia regularly the takaful instalments which are then credited into a defined fund known as the
'Family Takaful' under the Family
Business. The amount of takaful
instalments to be paid during the

Group Family Takaful
Operation Flow Chart
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term of the plan is determined by the
participants themselves. Such an
amount, however, should be within
the financial means of the participant.
It shall also be subject to the minimum sum as may be fixed by Syarikat
Takaful Malaysia.
Each takaful instalment paid by
the participant, and credited into the
Family Takaful Fund shall in turn be
divided and credited into two
separate accounts, namely, the
Participant's Account (PA) and the
Participant's Special Account (PSA).
A substantial proportion of the instalments are credited Into the PA solely
for the purpose of savings and investment. The balance of the instalments
are credited into the PSA as tabarru
for Syarikat Takaful Malaysia to pay
the takaful benefits to the heir(s) of
any participant who may die before
the maturity of his Family Takaful
Plan. Within this context it is not too
difficult to see that PA serves to accumulate savings whilst the PSA creates
a form of mutual fund payable on
death. The proportions of the takaful
instalment to be relinquished as
tabarru and in turn allocated into the
PSA is computed with the guidance
of the actual principle.
In the event that a participant
should die before the maturity of his
Takaful Plan, Syarikat Takaful
Malaysia shall arrange the payment
of takaful benefits to the participant's
heir(s) as follows:
From his/her PA; the total
amount of the takaful instalments
paid by the deceased participant from
the date of inception of his Takaful
Plan to the due date of payment of the
instalment prior to his death, and his
share of profits from the investment
of instalments which have been credited into his PA.
From his/her PSA; the outstanding takaful instalments which would
have been paid by the deceased participant should he survive the period
of the Plan, calculated from the date
of death to the date of maturity of his
Takaful Plan.
If a participant should live until
the date of maturity of his Takaful
Plan, the takaful benefits shall be paid
to him in the following manner:
From his/her PA; the total

amount of Takaful instalments paid
by the participant during the tenure
of his participation and his share of
the profits from the investment of
takaful instalments credited into his
PA.
From his/her PSA; the net surplus allocated to the participant as
shown from the last valuation of the
PSA.
In case a participant is compelled
to surrender or cancel his participation before the maturity date of his
Family Takaful Plan, he shall be entitled to receive the surrender benefits.

These plans are agreements
of co-operation and mutuality based on alMudaraba principle among
a group of participants to
jointly provide cover
among themselves, usually
on an annual basis, under a
single master takaful contract. As in other plans,
mutual financial benefits
under the Group Plans
would be payable in the
event of death, bodily
injury or hospitalisation of
any of the persons covered.
The surrender benefits shall be the
amount of balance shown in his PA.
The proportion of his takaful instalments which had been credited into
the PSA as tabarru shall not be
refunded to him. In addition, there is
a facility for the participant to partwithdraw his PA.
Other forms of cover for the individual sector would be introduced
from time to time. However, this
must be done without resulting in
undue strain to the Family Takaful
Fund. For example, by the experience
of Syarikat Takaful Malaysia, Family
Takaful Mortgage Plan was launched
to complement the 'house-financing
facility' provided by Bank Islam
Malaysia Berhad based along the

principle of al-Bai Bithamin Ajil. The
Takaful Mortgage with features like
the reducing term cover in conventional insurance, may be participated
in by any individual to cover the outstanding amount of his house-financing facility, in case he does not survive the term of the facility.
The participant of this Plan will
pay the takaful contribution as
tabarru' which will then be credited
into the PSA of the Family Takaful
Fund. In the event of his untimely
death, the takaful benefits payable
will be used as proceeds to settle the
outstanding amount of his financing
facility. Should he survive the term of
the facility and the Plan matures, he
would be entitled to the share of surplus, if any, out of the valuation on
the PSA.
As for the corporate sector,
Syarikat Takaful Malaysia offers
Group Family Plan and Group Family
Takaful Hospitalisation and Surgical
Plan. These plans are agreements of
co-operation and mutuality based on
al-Mudaraba principle among a
group of participants to jointly provide cover among themselves, usually
on an annual basis, under a single
master takaful contract. As in other
plans, mutual financial benefits under
the Group Plans would be payable in
the event of death, bodily injury or
hospitalisation of any 'of the persons
covered.
The various types of Family
Takaful Plan for both individual and
corporate sectors are as follows:
i)Takaful Plans with a maturity
period of ten years, 15 years, 20 years,
25 years, 30 years, 35 years and 40
years.
ii)Supplementary contracts in the
form of hospitalisation, accident and
permanent total disability which may
be incorporated into the aforementioned Family Takaful Plans.
iii)Supplementary contracts in the
form of "family rider" which may
also be attached to the Family Takaful
Plan.
iv)Takaful Mortgage Plans.
v)Takaful Plans for Education.
vi)Group Takaful Plan.
The second part of this paper,
dealing with General Takaful Business
will be published in June, issue no 52
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ACCOUNTING ISSUES
IN ISLAMIC BANKING
A sound accounting system plays an important
role in the management of a business enterprise.
The prevailing accounting system has developed
over centuries within the socio-economic
framework of the capitalist system. As such, its
concept, values, rules and procedures are defined
by the characteristics of the capitalist system.
Islam's Socio-Economic System, its culture, its
values and its objectives differ from the capitalist
system in several important ways. Basically, it is a
value-oriented system which must operate within
the principle and guidelines of Shariah. The
principal objective of the Islamic Economic
Order is the establishment of a society as a
whole. These and other features peculiar to the
Islamic Financial System necessitate the
development of an accounting system tailored to
the needs of Islamic Banking. In this book
leading Economists, Bankers, Accountants and
Islamic Scholars Examine various aspects of this
urgent need.
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Shariah Advisory Unit Launched
The Institute of Islamic Banking
and Insurance has announced the
setting up of a Shariah Advisory
Unit.
The Unit will seek to deal with
the queries referred to it by Islamic
banks, financial institutions and
other interested parties concerning
Shariah's standing on various issues
relating to Islamic banking and
finance.
The advisory service will be operated by a panel of renowned Shariah
scholars based in different parts of the
world. In addition to a deep knowledge of the Shariah, members of the
panel would be well-versed in Islamic
banking and finance.

The Institute is also working on a
major project of producing a comprehensive book of "Fatwas" issued by
the religious boards of most Islamic
banks the world over. The publication, comprising two volumes, will
be in English language.
The project involves the collection, translation, and editing of
Fatwas from all over the world. The
work is in full swing and has made
considerable progress.
Expected to be completed soon,
the publication would be the only
one of its kind and an invaluable reference source for personnel of banks,
financial institutions, scholars and
libraries etc.

Complaints are good for business
anks, building societies and other
L./financial institutions are still rated
as providing some of the worst levels
of customer service. But financiers
should note that letting customers
have a moan is good for business,
according to new research from BT.
Companies which make it easy
for customers to complain and deal
with their problems swiftly, have a 93
per cent chance of keeping their customer's business.
But failure to make amends can
have a devastating effect on trade
with 25 per cent of aggrieved purchasers vowing to never buy from the
business again and 10 per cent advising friends to do the same. At the
very least, the offending company's
image is badly dented.
Half of those questioned complained on the spot and just over a
third picked up the phone to express
their concerns.
Of those that complained by
phone, almost half were given a special customer care number to call, and
over 60 per cent claimed it encouraged them to make a complaint.
The study reveals that the British
public is more prepared to complain
than ever before with 58 per cent confessing to voicing their concerns more

than they did five years ago.
The survey, conducted by BMRB
International, shows that consumers
are far less tolerant of poor service,
with over a third of us believing that
service standards are dropping.
When questioned what type of
business or organisation consumers
most complained about, shops and
retail outlets topped the list.
The report highlights the important role the telephone can play in
building customer relationships and
turning unhappy customers back into
loyal ones.
Howard Sandom, head of BT's
telemarketing communication warns:
"If an unhappy customer can't easily
get hold of you to complain, they'll
find someone else to do business
with."
The research was commissioned
to highlight the tremendous growth
of telemarketing in the UK.
The direct revolution and
advances in modern telecommunications and computer technology have
ensured that telemarketing has
become the fastest growing communication medium in the UK, far outstripping advertising, and other forms
of direct marketing.

Finance IT conference
opens in May
rinance IT, the UK's premier tech.Unology showcase for the finance
industry, has announced details of its
extensive educational programme to
run alongside this year's show being
held at the Business Design Centre in
London from May 21 to 23.
The programme is set to provide
senior IT decision makers in the
finance sector, the UK's largest information technology market, with real
life perspectives on new technologies
and management practices.
The three tiered programme is
headed by a high level conference
programme for strategists, organised
by Incisive Research, accompanied by
a series of management briefings on
key applications as well as a number
of supplier led seminars.
The conferences are hosted by
high-level speakers in the finance
industry and will cover niche specific
topics as well as more generic financial IT topics.
The programme will consist of
twelve individual conferences, breaking down into four separate sessions a
day. Every major finance sector covered at the show, including retail and
wholesale banking and insurance, will
have a conference tailored to its specific needs.
Each session will provide information on state of the art applications,
along with strategic advice on future
technology issues.
Mark Napier, the Finance IT show
director commented: "The financial
services market is driven these days
by IT as a major factor in business
strategy: customer retention, customer
service, cost of sale and speed of new
product development.
"Many issues have a cross-over
which passes the traditional demarcation lines and our conference will give
all delegates the chance to sample the
convergence of IT strategy and business issues first hand, whether from a
background in brokerage or building
society, derivative, trader or pension
administrator."
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Vocalis Technology Leads Fight Against Fraud
'Technology developed by Vocalis,
1 the speech recognition and call
processing specialist, is to spearhead a
fight against telephone-based fraud in
telecommunications and banking
across Europe.
Cambridge-based Vocalis is the
sole British member of an eight-strong
European team taking part in the EC
part-funded CAVE (Caller
Verification in Banking and
Telecommunications) project.
The aim is to dramatically reduce
the billion dollar European fraud bill.
The team includes the Union Bank of
Switzerland, Telia Research AB of
Sweden and PTT Telecom BV of the

Netherlands.
Vocalis will be developing,
installing and validating multiple language speaker verification techniques
in a move to step up security for telephone transactions and information
services.
In addition to fraud reduction, the
public will benefit by being able to
access automated services more conveniently by using speech.
Organisations will benefit from
increased automation and the associated reduction in operating costs.
"The technology has not previously been used in Europe to tackle
this type of fraud in large-scale appli-

cations involving the general public,"
said Jeremy Peckham, managing
director of Vocalis.
"The two-year, 1.5 million ECU
programme will include research and
development, implementation and
field tests. The results will ultimately
be built into practical applications."
For the current initiative, Vocalis
speaker verification technology will
be applicable across a broad spectrum
of areas, including voice mail, charge
cards, telephone banking, home shopping and secure-site access. Field trials will be carried out in conjunction
with project partners in banking and
telecommunications applications.

Lloyds Chief Exec says
"Define success to succeed!"
it Brian Pitman, the Chief
Executive of Lloyds Bank plc, was
in Northampton recently where he
delivered a candid message to top,
local business people: Define what
'success' actually means to your company, or face the consequences.
Sir Brian was speaking to an audience of 90 at a seminar organised by
Sunley Management Centre, the specialist management training arm of
Nene College.
"For too many organisations, the
word success means either too many
things, or the wrong thing," he stated.
Without a clear objective in mind, he
argued, businesses will drift, ultimately into oblivion.
"In the Lloyds' boardroom back
in the mid-1980's, we had widely different views as to what our business
was about", said Sir Brian, "so we initiated a philosophical discussion to
review the options".
The purpose was to create an
agenda which would provide a clear
focus for all staff and ensure the longterm future of the organisation.
He offered, it was essential that
the correct goal was being pursued:
"At that time, for example, for many
companies the underlying aim was to
be the biggest. However, the
biggest were in fact often the
worst; there was certainly no
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correlation between size and success".
Sir Brian went on to review a
range of other business aspirations,
market share, customer service, global
market leadership, etc and concluded
that the single ambition of business

In the time since Sir Brian became
Chief Executive of Lloyds Bank in
1983, the shareholder value has
increased from under £1 billion to £16
billion. A recent article in the journal
Long Range Planning attributed this to
his successful strategic leadership
style.
The seminar Sir Brian was speaking at, was one of a lunchtime series
planned for 1996 by Sunley
Management Centre and sponsored
by accountancy firm KPMG and
Lloyds Bank under the banner: 'The
Turning Point decisions that make
the difference'.

Change of Date

Sir Brian Pitman, Chief Executive of Lloyds
Bank Plc speaking at Sunley Management
Centre, Northampton

should be to create shareholder value.
"The companies that succeed in
achieving that find themselves able to
attract both capital and the best people, and this enables them to maximise customer satisfaction as well",
he said.

rr he June lecture in the latest
1 series of monthly seminars
hosted by the Institute of Islamic
Banking and Insurance which was
initially due to take place on the
25th of that month will now be
held on Wednesday, 19th June.
For further information
please contact the Institute at the
address and numbers given on
the contents page of this
magazine.
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Fresh Challenge for
Senior Natwest Banker
pill Spinner, senior banker at the
UNatwest Group, faces a fresh challenge helping British companies
become more innovative with his
recent secondment to the DTI
Innovation Unit.
As one of the Innovation Unit's
fifteen industrial secondees, he will
be responsible for communicating the
vital importance of innovation and
the urgent need for UK companies to
get it right.
"Innovation is the successful
exploitation of new ideas, the words
are understood, but what is less widely recognised, I think, is the impor-

New Charges for Barclays Business Customers
email and medium sized business
customers of Barclays Bank will
S
benefit in 1996 from an improved package of bank account charges and lending related fees, including an inflation
beating freeze of the bank's transaction
charges for the third consecutive year.
A new feature is free in credit and
debit banking for the first 12 months
for small business start-ups opening
their first account, provided the
account stays within agreed borrowing
limits. Barclays currently offers free incredit banking only.
Some charges are being reduced,
passing on to customers the benefits of
the streamlining of the bank's operations and increased use of the automation by businesses and consumers.
For small business customers, the
entry charge per item for electronic

transactions will be reduced from 64
pence to 45 pence, as will be manual
transfers between a business' accounts.
For larger customers, the charge for
unpaid cheques returned to the bank is
being halved from £4 to £2.
To help business customers avoid
unnecessary charges, Barclays is
increasing its overdraft buffer zone
from £15 to £50. Overdrafts below this
amount, which have not been agreed in
advance, will not attract the unauthorised borrowing fee of £12.
The bank estimates that this
change alone will benefit over 20,000
small businesses a year who accidentally exceed their agreed facility limits,
and is a response to customer complaints about charges for small, inadvertent overdrafts.
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mall and medium size building
societies must join "innovation
partnerships" if they are to survive
the accelerating rationalism of the
financial services sector, according to
CGS, the leading European computer
services company, which trades as
Hoskyns in the UK.
Carole Gillespie, Director of the
Building Society Sector at Hoskyns
argues that innovation, combined
with a clear focus on core competencies, will be the critical success factor
in financial services as agile new players continue to enter the market.
But she believes the defence
strategies currently being discussed
by building societies outside the top
ten may fail to deliver this crucial
ingredient.
Addressing the Housing Choice
Annual Building Society Conference
in London, Carole Gillespie said:
"The possibility of sharing
services, ranging from marketing to
administration and customer service,
is a subject of active debate within the
building society sector.
"The options being considered
include forming confederate groups
of societies or out-sourcing services to

Bill Spinner, Secondee
to the DTI Innovation Unit
tance of innovation in sustaining
Britain's global competitiveness in
products and services.
The country's standard of living,
the quality of its healthcare and education all depend ultimately on turning our inventiveness into profit",
says Spinner.
Bill Spinner joined the Natwest
Group in 1971, and in a varied career
has worked in Stockholm and in specialised financing of big-ticket aircraft
acquisition programmes for major airlines. Most recently he has spent three
years at the Natwest Group Staff
College directing business skills training for UK based staff. His secondment will span two years.

bulk processors, call centre providers
or other financial institutions.
"There are two driving forces
behind these discussions: the need to
access economies of scale as pressure
on margins grows; and the need to
diversify the product range without
incurring massive infrastructure
costs.
"But if relationships with third
parties are to offer a long term
survival route for building societies,
their main rationale should be to win
competitive advantage through innovation, to build an innovation
partnership."
Carole Gillespie believes, however, that few building societies will
contemplate stepping straight into an
innovation partnership, in which they
would perform directly only those
services which they defined as core
competences.
Such agreements are more likely
to evolve out of more traditional
contractual client/supplier relationships, via the stepping stone of
Business Process Management (BPM)
contracts which will allow trust and
understanding to develop.
New Horizon May 1996 17

We cater for all palates — a unique place for
traditional Sub-continental dishes. Parties
catered for upto 200 guests. Outdoor catering
for every occasion at competitive prices.
ONLY HALAL MEAT IS SERVED.
Centrally situated.
Open 7 days a week for lunch and dinners.
Please call 071-727 5420 or Fax: 071-229 1835 for reservations.
13-15 Westbourne Grove, London W2 4UA
(Nearest tube station: BAYSWATER)
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Malaysia Can Become
Capital Market Sector
Kuala Lumpur(Bernama): Malaysia can
become a well developed capital market centre like Singapore or Hong Kong
based on its many advantages, the
Parliamentary Secretary to the Finance
Ministry Dr Shafie Mohammad Saleh
said.
The advantages included political
and economic stability and the eight
per cent annual economic growth rate
for the eighth consecutive year, he told
the Dewan Rakyat.
The Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange
(KLSE) also recorded an encouraging
capital market turnover of US $213 billion last year.
Based on the capital market, the
KLSE was the fourth biggest in the
Asia-Pacific Region and the 16th
biggest in the world.
He said the development of derivative trading in the long run would
enable the KLSE to compete more effectively with stock markets in the region.

RM450 Billion Needed for SMP Projects
KUALA LUMPUR(BT): Some
RM450 billion will be required to
finance projects under the Seventh
Malaysia Plan (1996-2000), according to
Economic Planning Unit (EPU) estimates.
According to Capitalcorp Securities
Sdn Bhd in its latest bulletin, Economic
Trends, the development expenditure of
the public sector is expected to be no

less than RM130 billion, compared with
RM104 billion under the Sixth Malaysia
Plan and the Fifth Malaysia Plan's
RM74 billion.
In addition, Capitalcorp said the
7MP has to address three issues which
have been causing "agitation" among
investors. They are the current account
deficit, supply bottlenecks and the
wage-price inflation.

Lower Current Account
Deficit Expected

SAUDI ARABIA

KUALA LUMPUR(Bernama): Deputy
Prime Minister Datuk Seri Anwar
Ibrahim has said the current account
balance of payment for 1996 will show a
lower deficit of RM17 billion, according
to a conservative estimate.
This is RM800 million less than the
1995 deficit of RM 17.8 billion, he told
the Dewan Rakyat. •
The merchandise balance of payment will see a surplus of RM3.6 billion
for 1996, he said in reply to a question
from Robert Lau Hoi Chew.

Industrial
Development
The minister of Industry,
Hashem A Yamani has announced
that SR 69 billion (12 billion pounds)
will be invested to set up new industries in Jubail and Yanbu from now
until the end of the century.
Saudi Arabia is trying to diversify its economy and increase the role
of the private sector as part of its
plans to reduce reliance on oil revenues.

Shalamar House Restaurant
•East End's famous Shalamar House Restaurant has moved to a modern and spacious location.
It is a 150 seat capacity, half of which could be booked in advance for parties.
• Established in 1958, Shalamar has tried and tested Pakistani/Mughlai and Tandoori Cuisine to
cater to all tastes.
• At your next out door party, let us prepare for you fresh Tandoori dishes on our mobile oven.

Our specialities include:

Seekh Kebab, Batair, Paya, Maghaz,
Chicken Tikka, Mutton Tikka
We are open seven days a week

Book orders with Nazir Ahmad
0171 709 0144/0145
1-5 Hessel Street (Off Commercial Road), London, El 2LP
(Tube: Whitechapel/ Algate East)
Patrons please not that we do not have any branches
Caterers of the International Centre for Islamic Studies (ICIS) London
dr
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SABIC to Build Flat Steel Plant
Caudi Basic Industries Corporation
(SABIC) is to build a SR 3.3 billion
(600 million pounds) flat steel plant at
its wholly owned subsidiary HADEED
(Saudi Iron & Steel Company) at Jubail
Industrial City.
Work on the plant will take three
years to complete. Contractors for the
new plant will be the Saudivoest
Company and Voest Industries of
Austria.
SABIC's Vice Chairman and
Managing Director, Ibrahim A Ibn
Salamah, said that when the new plant
comes on stream, in 1999, it will have
an annual capacity of 850,000 mt/y of

hot and cold rolled and galvanised
steel.
Much of this output will be taken
up in the manufacture of pipes, steel
framing, prefab houses, steel furniture
and by other domestic fabrication
industries.
Hadeed's fully integrated complex
is considered to be one of the most
technically sophisticated plants in the
Middle East. Last year, the company
achieved a 20 per cent rise in sales to
2.9 million metric tons, and established
a production record of 2.4 million metric tons. Export sales during the period
totalled some 790,000 metric tons.

BAHRAIN

Syndicated Lease
Financing Facility to
OGDC
slamic Investment Company of the
Gulf (Bahrain) EC has provided a
Syndicated Lease Financing Facility
of US $30 million to Oil and Gas
Development Corporation (OGDC).
The Lease Financing Facility has
been done through IICG Bahrain's
agent, Saudi Pak Industrial and
Agricultural Investment Company
(Pvt) Limited (Saudi Pak).
The three year Lease Financing
Facility is for the purchase and lease
of equipment for one of the oil fields.
IICG Bahrain and Citibank
International Plc are the joint
arrangers for the transaction. The
deal was structured and lead managed by IICG Bahrain.
IICG Bahrain is currently in the

I

Need to Overhaul
Investment Regulations
anama: Arab countries need to
overhaul investment regulations
to boost confidence in their markets
and lure foreign investment, according
to economists and bankers.
"It is no secret that wealthy Arabs
place only a fraction of their money in
their own backyards," Sheikh
Mohammed Salim bin Mahfouz, chairman and chief executive of the Saudi

M
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Record Profits for SABIC
Saudi Basic Industries Corporation
(SABIC) earned a record net profit of
more than SR 6.28 billion (well in
excess of one billion pounds) in 1995.
This represents a substantial increase
of SR 2.2 billion over the previous
year.
Total production in the year
reached an all time high at 21.95 million metric tons, an impressive
increase of five per cent over the 1994
output.
These impressive increases in
both production and sales not only
benefited SABIC but also contributed
substantially to the overall growth in
Saudi Arabia's GDP.
Contributors Welcomed

process of finalising mandates for
value added transactions in Egypt,
Indonesia, Pakistan, Turkey and
other OIC Member countries.
Murabaha to Saudi
Cable Company
slamic Investment Company of the
Gulf (Bahrain) EC, has arranged a
one year Murabaha Financing
Facility of US $30 million to Saudi
Cable Company (SCC).
The Facility will be utilised to
purchase copper and aluminium
required for cable manufacturing
business of SCC. The facility was
fully underwritten by IICG Bahrain,
Arab Investment Company and
IICG Bahamas.
Qatar International Islamic Bank
also participated in the facility. IICG
Bahrain is the Arranger, Lead
Manager and Structuring Advisor
for the transaction.

I

Arabia based National Commercial
Bank told the Gulf Economic Forum.
"There is a lack of credibility...little
faith that laws and regulation regimes
will be applied consistently and fairly."
Foreign banks hold about $670bn of
assets of Arab origin, said Saudi
Commerce Minister Osama bin Jaafar
bin Ibrahim Faqih, while oil-rich Gulf
states have pumped about $600bn
abroad, according to Mr Paul
Papadopoulos, Arab Banking
Corporation's fist vice president.

Readers, Scholars, Academics, Banks and Corporations are
invited to contribute to New
Horizon on a regular or occasional
basis.
We are looking for news and
views on current trends, developments and initiatives in the Islamic
banking, finance and insurance
industries and related fields
including business, management
and marketing.
Discussions, lectures, and
academic papers on the theory,
history, future and latest jurisprudence rulings concerning the same
areas and topics, are also welcomed. Additionally we are interested in corporate and business
profiles; reviews of books, reports
and seminars; and interviews.
Please write to The Editor,
New Horizon, ICIS House, 144-146
Kings Cross Road, London WC1X
9DH.
The editors reserve the right
to edit, abridge, or refuse publication of any article or material submitted. The views expressed by
contributors are not necessarily
those of the Publishers or of the
Institute of Islamic Banking and
Insurance.
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DIVERSITY IS OUR STRENGTH
— our growth speaks for itself
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Beximco's 18 Companies employing over 6,500 persons
having total turnover of Taka 2.5 billion and total assets
exceeding Taka one billion are engaged in industrial
manufacturing, construction activities and international
trading.
We are involved in marine food export, shrimp farming,
pharmaceuticals, agro-chemicals, garments, computers,
soil investigation, foundation and piling works, deep
tubewell drilling, bridges, superstructure and road
building, hydraulic structure and general construction,
besides being the world's largest jute yarn manufacturer.
We also handle over 3.5% of Bangladesh's total export.
We welcome co-operation with others for technological
joint ventures and for investment in new activities.

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES AND INTERNATIONAL TRADING

305-A Finchley Road (1st Floor)
LONDON NW3 6DT
Phone: 071-435 4943
Fax: 071-794 7086
Telex: 8956871 BEXIMCO G
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Pioneering
Alternative
Financial
System
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